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Galeria Leme is pleased to present the group show “ “, curated by Catarina Duncan. Led by a
research about the use of symbols as language tools, the exhibition features works by seventeen
artists in order to construct an imaginary field where the symbols overlap the written word in
order to communicate on political matters, as well as on the relations between the human
being, the occult and the unknown.
According to Carl G. Jung, in his book The Man and His Symbols, “what we call a symbol is a
term, a name or image that may be familiar to us in daily life, though it has special connotations
beyond its obvious and conventional meaning. It implies something vague, unknown or hidden
to us. ”In this sense, evoking the symbolic places us before a process of unlearning, of what we
cannot define or comprehend integrally.
The title of the exhibition “ ” refers to the symbol used to identify the Sun, which in many different
cultures is understood as the indefinable or the manifestation of the divine. Its symbolism is as
diversified as the contradictions of the interpretations about the Sun, a source of light, which,
in addition to vivifying, makes things perceptible, always comprising something that cannot be
explained by the means of reason. “ ” is also a circle and a point, symbols of perfection,
homogeneity and indivisibility, since it has no beginning and no end, approaching the concept of
circular time. The objective is to have the circulation of the symbolic as a proposal for structural
and time reorganization.
Therefore, the exhibition was planed since the idea of the relation between the physical and
spiritual worlds, having two artworks as the main references: ‘Ovo Bomba’ (2018), by Cabelo,
and ‘Corpo Celeste’ (2018), by Aline Motta. The first is a hollow egg painted red with black
symbols such as a serpent, besides bringing the words Yoruba ‘Ayê’ (physical world) and ‘Orum’
(spiritual world) written in its hemispheres. The word ‘bomba’ [bomb] of the title alludes to the
imminence of explosion, as the work can in fact be opened and experienced by the visitors. The
second is proposed from the ‘Bakongo’ cosmogram, an ancestral reference of the West African
Kongo culture. The work, printed on fabric, also exposes the relationship between ‘Nseke’
(physical world) and ‘Mpemba’ (spiritual world).
One of the main sources of the investigation for the exhibition was the oeuvre of the artist and
activist Abdias Nascimento, present with the work ‘Quilombismo (Exu and Ogum)’ (1980), a

a painting whose background is divided between green and red, the same colours of the
pan-Africanist flag, icon of the intellectual movement that reinforces the union of all African
Diaspora. On the top of these colours are the instruments of the orishas Exu and Ogum, uniting
the principles of communication, contradiction and dialectic (Exu) with those of technological
innovation and fight commitments (Ogum). Its title alludes to a political project on antiracist,
capitalist and neocolonial government reorganization. This work summarizes the encounter of
religious and political symbols, drawing a manifesto through symbolic means.
The selected works have allegorical, mythical, intuitive and political connotations and use the
symbols to emanate new ideas and proposals of existence and relationships. The prevalence
of the symbol over the written word is a proposition of power alternation, so that new tools of
contest and communication can be developed in a world where listening became increasingly
rare.
Abdias Nascimento, Aline Motta, Antonio Pichillá, Cabelo, Camila Mota, Cristiano Lenhardt,
Dan Coopey, Frederico Filippi, Ismael David, MAHKU – Movimento dos Artistas Huni Kuin,
Mariana de Matos, Moisés Patrício, Mônica Ventura, Raphael Escobar, Rodrigo Bueno, Vania
Medeiros, Vivian Caccuri.
Curator: Catarina Duncan (Rio de Janeiro, 1993) lives in São Paulo. Works as independent
curator and cultural programmer. Graduated in Visual Cultures and History of Art at Goldsmiths
College, University of London (2010 - 2014). Integrated the curatorial team for the 32nd Bienal
de São Paulo, ‘INCERTEZA VIVA’ (2015 - 2016) and ‘Pivô Arte e Pesquisa’ (2014-2015). Was
curatorial assistant for the exhibitions ‘Terra Comunal Marina Abramovic’ at Sesc Pompéia
(2014), ‘Alter-Heróis’ at MAC – USP Ibirapuera (2014) and “Still Being” by Antony Gormley at
Centro Cultural Banco do Brasil (2012). Has collaborated with LASTRO platform - Free exchanges
in Art since 2015 where she participated at artistic residencies in Guatemala and Bolivia which
culminated in the exhibitions ‘Lastro em Campo - percursos ancestrais e contemporâneos’ at
Sesc Consolação (2016) and ‘Lastro Travessias Ocultas’ at Sesc Bom Retiro (2018). Has curated
the exhibitions ‘Fio Corpo Terra’ at Saracura (2017), ‘oráculo piedoso’ by Martin Lanezan at
Galeria Sancovsky (2018), ‘é.é.é’ by Manoela Medeiros at projeto Zip’Up (2015) and ‘Pai dos
Burros’ by Teresa Berlinck and Julio de Paula at Oficina Cultural Oswald de Andrade (2016)
and Sesc Rio Preto (2018).

ABDIAS NASCIMENTO
1914, FRANCA, SP, BRAZIL
2011, RIO DE JANEIRO, RJ, BRAZIL

One of the main research sources for the exhibition was the work of the Visual Artist, Poet, Actor, Teacher, Writer and Politician, Abdias
Nascimento. The work ‘Quilombismo (Exu and Ogum)’ (1980), oil on canvas, is featured in the exhibition. The painting has its background divided
in two colours, green and red, the same ones as the Pan-Africanist flag, an intellectual movement that strengthens the connection of all people of
the African Diaspora. Superimposed on these colours are the instruments of the orishas Exu and Ogum, which unites the principles of
communication, contradiction and dialectic (Exu) with those of technological innovation and commitments of fight (Ogum). The title
‘Quilombismo’ comes from a political project of Abdias presented at the 2nd Congress of Black Culture of the Americas (Panama, 1980), which
considers maroons as one of the first experiences of freedom in the Americas to propose a new democratic political organization fundamentally
anti-racist, anti-capitalist, anti-imperialist and anti-colonialist. This work leads and expands the exhibition, both by the presence of green, red
and black colours, and by the possibility of communicating political and ancestral values through the symbolic language.

Abdias Nascimento
Quilombismo (Exu e Ogum), 1980
Oil on canvas
71 x 56 cm
Buffalo, New York, USA, 1980 | Credits: Acervo IPEAFRO

ANTONIO PICHILLÁ
1982, SAN PEDRO, GUATEMALA

Originally from the Lake Altitlán, in Guatemala, Pichillá works with fabrics, knots, landscapes, paintings and videos. His work deals with the
epistemologies of his own origins: Tz’utujil people – it means, the connexion between ancestry and the contemporary, healing and beauty.
Besides being an artist, Pichillá also acts as a shaman and all the healing process (‘sanación)’ used by him comes from the fabrics. The work
‘Camino’ (2018), for instance, was woven by the artist himself and brings the paths of the lake, where each colour has a hidden meaning linked to
the landscape in which he lives. The coming and going of the threads indicates the process of walking also as a healing process.

Antonio Pichillá
Camino, 2018
Thread and maguey fiber
120 x 80 cm

ALINE MOTTA
1974, RIO DE JANEIRO, RJ, BRAZIL

The work ‘Corpo Celeste’ (2018) was planned after the concept of Bakongo cosmogram, an ancestral reference of the culture of the ancient kingdom of Congo. The work, printed on fabric, also exposes the relationship between ‘Nseke’ (physical world) and ‘Mpemba’ (spiritual world).
Concurrent to this study, the artist focuses on the meanings of the word “Kalunga”, which for the Bakongo people it means the dividing line
between the physical and the spiritual world and is represented by a thin layer of water that separates two spheres of one same reality. The
Quimbundo-Português dictionary, by Assis Jr., attempts to account for the polysemy of this term by listing a dozen meanings, ranging from “sea”
to “abyss”. In the passage of this expression to Brazil it is also interesting to note its different uses, as in Maracatu, in several popular songs as
well as religious songs, it gives name to some communities and even to a commercial stationery chain. This polyphony of meanings indicates
how much the word and its interpretation may be unsatisfactory when dealing with subtler concepts. For this reason, on top of the words of the
dictionary that attempt to describe Kalunga, the very symbol of the Bakongo cosmogram overlaps, which in its own potency communicates the
meanings more effectively and directly. The scratched drawing indicates the opening of paths and protection, in a way to unite image and written
word in a same composition.

Aline Motta
Corpo Celeste, 2018
Print on fabric
130 x 130 cm

CABELO
1967, ESPIRITO SANTO, ES, BRAZIL

‘Ovo Bomba’ [Egg bomb] (2018) is a hollow egg painted red, bringing symbols such as the serpent, caboclos and Exus painted in black. Each
hemisphere carries the words, written in Yoruba, ‘Ayê’ (physical world) and ‘Orum’ (spiritual world). The egg has a universal symbology linked to
the genesis of the world, the first manifestation of life. The word ‘bomba’ [bomb], on the title, accompanies the imminence of a possible
explosion, since the work can indeed be opened and experienced by the visitors. Inside the egg lives a world proposal, a birth, which in this case
the artist inserted a fabric, a mask and a song titled ‘Exuberância’ [Exuberance], recorded on the disc ‘Bá’ by Léo Leobons.

Cabelo
Ovo bomba, 2018
Fiber glass, automotive paint and synthetic enamel paint
75 x 70 cm
Cortesy: the Artist and A Gentil Carioca

CAMILA MOTA
1974, BELO HORIZONTE, MG, BRAZIL

Camila Mota is an Actress, Playwright, Director and Visual Artist, and has been part of the Teatro Oficina Company’s team, Uzyna Uzona, since
1997. The research for the work ‘makumba graphyka’ arises in the context and coexistence with the Teatro Oficina, embodying the symbolic value
of certain elements which are present in the daily fight, resistance and artistic production. Camila Mota developed a series of drawings,
containing fundamental elements – the meeting of the rivers of Bixiga neighbourhood, in Sao Paulo city, the anvil, the ox, the cup, the crossroads
- are just some of the symbols that can be found and recognized as the foundation of the journey of Teatro Oficina, a historical icon of Brazilian
culture.

Camila Mota
Makumba graphyka vermelha, 2018
Woodcut ink and pastel on rice paper
89 x 69,5 cm

Camila Mota
Makumba graphyka preta, 2018
Woodcut ink and pastel on rice paper
85 x 69 cm

CRISTIANO LENHARDT
1975, ITAARA, SP, BRAZIL

‘Broto Carta’ (2017) is a series of drawings developed by the artist since the deconstruction of words that are transformed into images. Each
image presents itself intuitively and corresponds to a specific word that does not need to be revealed, as its meaning is part of the work without
having to be subjected to readings, avoiding being polarized. It is an attempt to make an association to written language through drawing and
symbolic construction, challenging the established order to access other fields of communication. The work is done with glitter and glue on
cotton.

Cristiano Lenhardt
Broto Carta 1, 2017
Glitter and glue on cotton canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy: Fortes D’Aloia & Gabriel, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro | Credits: Eduardo Ortega

Cristiano Lenhardt
Broto Carta 2, 2017
Glitter and glue on cotton canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy: Fortes D’Aloia & Gabriel, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro | Credits: Eduardo Ortega

Cristiano Lenhardt
Broto Carta 3, 2017
Glitter and glue on cotton canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy: Fortes D’Aloia & Gabriel, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro

Cristiano Lenhardt
Broto Carta 4, 2017
Glitter and glue on cotton canvas
100 x 100 cm
Courtesy: Fortes D’Aloia & Gabriel, São Paulo and Rio de Janeiro | Credits: Pat Kilgore

DAN COOPEY
1981, LONDON, ENGLAND

Dan Coopey presents ‘Untitled’ (2018), a work that uses a fabric called Kuba, produced with raffia (palm leaf fibres) by the Kuba people in the
Democratic Republic of Congo, formerly Zaire. Originally used in funeral ceremonial contexts, the fabrics are comprised of several complex and
rhythmic geometric variations. Each form has a secret symbolic content that tells the narrative of the body wrapped after death. Coopey fixes the
fissures and rips caused by the time by embroidering the fabric with colours that stand out from the original pattern, offering to this ancestral
symbolic object a new context in an act of review and care. It is a way of summoning ancestral knowledge that has been building and narrating
experiences of resistance for centuries.

Dan Coopey
Sem título, 2018
Twenty century Kuba textile with cotton stitching
600 x 150 cm

FREDERICO FILIPPI
1983, SÃO CARLOS, SP, BRAZIL

‘Pequena coleção de problemas maiores’ [Small collection of bigger problems] from the series ‘Meditações Selváticas’ [Wild Meditations], by
Frederico Filippi, presents a set of fragments of symbols that combines various references, such as ancestral Amerindian drawings, invented
forms, historical colonial images, graphical elements of big corporations, as well as logging companies working on indigenous territories. None
of these elements are presented in their entirety; they are only vestiges that are amalgamated and in dispute. The work is made with asphalt
paint, an underground element, taken from the bottom of the earth, also central for current political issues. In this sense, the painting presents
itself as a battlefield, exemplifying the current situation of historical, territorial and symbolic conflicts. The waste of an incomplete history is
found in this constellation of drawings, so that we can reflect on the possibility of coexistence.

Frederico Filippi
Pequena coleção de problemas maiores, 2018
Asphalt paint and oil on canvas
138 x 108 x 3 cm
Credits: Ronaldo Cahin

Frederico Filippi
Meditações selváticas 5, 2018
Asphaltic mass on canvas
30 x 20 cm
Credits: Ronaldo Cahin

ISMAEL DAVID
1988, RIO DE JANEIRO, RJ, BRAZIL

The work ‘Untitled’, from the series ‘Ano de Exu’ [year of Exu]’ consists of spears drawings made with reflective tapes, those used in street
workers’ uniforms, such as of cleaners and traffic guards. These workers have their clothes designed to be over seen and attention-grabbing, but
they are themselves socially invisible. The tapes are activated by a strobe light, which flashes of lights, contaminating the entire space. This work
is part of a series that reveres Exu entity and addresses issues of visibility and invisibility. The references of those that sustains the whole
organization, the city, the flow, but is not seen, inhabit a space between worlds, just as Exu acts in the connection between the physical and the
spiritual world.

Ismael David
Sem título, 2018
Reflective tape and strobe light
100 x 85 cm

MAHKU - MOVIMENTO DOS ARTISTAS HUNI KUIN

MAHKU project brings together Huni Kuin artists and interlocutors from various parts of Brazil. It was conceived and developed by the artists and
researchers Ibã Sales and Amilton Mattos, since their first meeting during the Indigenous Graduation at Universidade Federal do Acre (UFAC).
This work was built by many hands, as part of a workshop given by Rosa Huni Kuin and Celia Gouvea, at the SESC Palladium, in Belo
Horizonte (Minas Gerais). The idea was to build a giant snake, a mythical being very important to the Huni Kuin people, through the combination
of the seams of the participants. The combination of the green and red colours came from the immersion in the Huni Kuin universe, preponderant
in beads or fabric embellishments. The snakes are based on the myths of origin of this people.

MAHKU
Sem título, 2017
Sewing in cotton fabric
300 x 300 cm

MARIANA DE MATOS
1987, GOVERNADOR VALADARES, MG, BRAZIL

‘Vão (ou como discutir privilégios através de jogos de sorte e azar)’ [Gap (or how to discuss privileges through games of luck and chance)] (2018)
is a diptych that presents the image of two labyrinths in parallel, each pointing to a path or a game that takes place from crossings and
encounters of white and black bodies. When faced by symbolic words, such as ‘origin’, ‘memory’ and ‘genealogical tree’, the viewer understands
the differences of the confrontations imposed on these bodies. Hegemony is called into question when power relations are revealed and thus the
possibility of constructing new contours for old structures is understood. The relationship between the field of images and words fuses into a
symbolic potential of comprehending a political system through a play. The work is produced by serigraphy, collage, embroidery, typography and
drawing on cotton fabric.

Mariana de Matos
VÃO [ou como discutir privilégios através de jogos de sorte e
azar], 2018
Serigraphy, collage, embroidery, typography, fabric design
157 x 77 cm each (diptych)

MOISÉS PATRÍCIO
1984, SÃO PAULO, SP, BRAZIL

The series ‘Aceita?’ [Accept?] (2014/2018) has been created over four years gathering daily images of the artist’s hand holding something, since
instruments, symbolic elements, to tools or other images, in a significant context for a particular day or personal and political situation.
The photographs are available on social media and other devices. Altogether, there are nine hundred images that proliferate and multiply, adding
layers and layers to this body of work and marking the time passing by. Only four of these images are featured in the exhibition, a polyptych, held
at different times over those years and bringing a selection of symbols and directions, regarding traffic and signs. The body subjected to the
symbolic orders that are daily imposed reverses the power system by diminishing them to fit in his own hand. ‘Aceita?’ indicates the possible
paths that open in the hands of each one when getting hold of the symbolic content that surrounds us.

Moisés Patrício
Aceita?, 2016 - 2018
C print digital
22,5 x 22,5 x 4 cm each (polyptych)
Edition: 1/1

MONICA VENTURA
1985, SÃO PAULO, SP, BRAZIL

‘incorpóreo’ [Intangible] (2018) is a series of works commissioned for the exhibition, a result of the artist’s research on writing systems through
graphic symbols used by ancient people, which points to three graphic expressions stamped on three gourds. Element of extreme importance for
ancestral cultures, the gourd is hermetic and enclosed in itself, referring to the beginning of life. The three symbols allude to different
senses and cultures and each gourd was treated with natural pigmentation and gold foil decal. The first ‘I (Atalaia)’, which means guardian, presents the Ashtánga yantra protection symbol, whose origins go back to the most archaic cultures of India and, curiously, is used in Brazil by some
lines of Umbanda as symbol of the guardians. The second is an Adinkra symbol of the Akan people, entitled ‘II (Profusão)’, indicating prosperity,
abundance, also known as the ‘ashanti swastika’ and used as a currency symbol, expressing power, money, wealth and integrity. The third, ‘III
(Etéreo)’, has a meaning attached to the invisible, the subtle field and the soul. Called ‘Thouwai’, it is the symbol given by the ‘Wang-u-Pa’,
philosophers of the ancient Kangleipak, current Mapul, to represent the soul of human beings residing in the body.

Mônica Ventura
Incorpóreo (atalaia), 2018
Natural dyeing and painting on gourd
40 x 20 cm

Mônica Ventura
Incorpóreo (profusão), 2018
Natural dyeing and painting on gourd
40 x 20 cm

Mônica Ventura
Incorpóreio (etéreo), 2018
Natural dyeing and painting on gourd
40 x 20 cm

RAPHAEL ESCOBAR
1986, SÃO PAULO, SP, BRAZIL

The work ‘Vileiro’ (2018), slang used to identify habitants of São Paulo periphery, is thought after the graffiti “Grifes” of São Paulo city. Grife (or
Union) is a symbol used to gather several kinds of Brazilian graffiti that have similar political lines and can be understood as coalitions, which
among them one can be recognized ‘Gota Serena’ and ‘Morcego’, just to name a few. The artist uses glass windows of buses to mark and
demarcate the symbolic territory of the Grifes. Buses’ windows in São Paulo are changed weekly after being filled with marks like those, in a
constant attempt to impose order on the artistic expression, generating a field of dispute and excessive expenses. Those symbols return to and
circulate on public roads constantly, whether introduced by the state machinery, traffic directing and rules of conduct, whether by marginalized
bodies, emphasizing and placing the subjectivity of the bodies that circulate.

Raphael Escobar
Vileiro, 2018
Scratched bus glass and iron base
48 x 105 x 11 cm

RODRIGO BUENO
1967, SÃO PAULO, SP, BRAZIL

‘Rebentos’ [Sprouts] (2018) is a site-specific installation thought out of the gallery space outside and in interaction with Abdias Nascimento’s
piece, ‘Quilombismo (Exu and Ogum)’. The work, previously presented in other contexts, but never in this arrangement, is made out of parts of
iron fences collected in the city and wooden spears. Iron is an element that makes direct reference to the orisha Ogum, that is, a symbol of
protection, retention and territory, which in this context is devoided of its original function and expanded in space. When deconstructed, the grids
present inlaid symbols that cannot always be seen in their formation, whereas the wooden spears evoke the field of struggle and dispute in
territorial crossings.

Rodrigo Bueno
Rebentos, 2014-2018
Iron grates, roots, plants and woods
Variable dimensions

Rodrigo Bueno
Rebentos - Mestres do Caminho, 2018
Iron and wood lances
Variable dimensions

VANIA MEDEIROS
1984, SALVADOR, BA, BRAZIL

The artist develops a research related to the cartography and the processes of collaborative creation, on works that look for interfaces with the
ethnography, architecture, design and education. The work ‘Cidade Rúnica’ (Medellin) [runic town] (2018) was created in collaboration with
women from the city of Medellin as part of the project ‘Cuadernos de Medellín’ [Notebooks from Medellin], from Platohedro residence.
Together, they left the city and, from the drawing made by the walking in the urban streets, created runes with the intention of transforming what
was seen / lived in that passage, in a premonitory and symbolic text. They investigated the symbols that make up the cartographies of the city as
a way to access the intangible and oracular knowledge that, for the most part, were gathered and maintained by women as devices of resistance
and self-knowledge. The runes are an ancient Celtic oracle, graphic symbols inscribed on stones. Each runic letter has an oracular meaning and
can give advices and reveal aspects of the past, present and future.

Vania Medeiros
Cidade rúnica (Medellín), 2018
Acrylic paint on brick shards and prints
Variable dimensions

VIVIAN CACCURI
1986, SÃO PAULO, SP, BRAZIL

The work ‘Rock was the first furniture and the last’ (2017), made in collaboration with the musician and composer Arto Lindsay, deals with a
sound sculpture that alludes to a stone and emanates the sound of the reunion of two guitars, one of them being the first invented and the other a
contemporary adaptation. The artist features this stone as an element that circulates between times, which has always been present and always
returns. The stone has some marks of graffiti, with messages, symbols and texts, both from Rio de Janeiro and São Paulo. The stone becomes
this ancestral and symbolic element that carries and survives human disputes to emanate the sound of the oldest and most recent instruments,
indicating a passage of time. The sculpture is made with acrylic and oil on concrete, speakers and amplifier.

Vivian Caccuri
Rock Was the First Furniture and The Last, 2017
Acrylic and oil on concrete, speakers, amplifier, iPod
47 x 37 x 30 cm
(in collaboration with Arto Lindsay)

“As long as we have not accepted the idea - not only through the concept, but thanks to the imagination of the humanities - that the entirety-world
is a rhizome in which everyone needs everyone, it is clear that there will be cultures that will be threatened11
Edouard Glissant
With the 2018 elections coming up, Brazil is going through a moment of fragmentation. There is no rational construction that manages to explain,
with clarity, what is going on. Everything is contradictory. Facing this context, the exhibition “ ” introduces a symbolic circuit, in which speech
and words are suspended, so that we can communicate, evoking both latent political issues and relations between mysteries, the occult and the
unknown. The approximations of these worlds shows us how much they are actually associated.
The presence of symbols can be noticed in our daily life since the earliest days of civilization. The works featured in the exhibition have allegorical, mythical, intuitive connotations and use the symbols to emanate new ideas and proposals of existence and relationships, activating both
ancestral cosmologies and historical situations of resistance, fight and activism. The predominance of the symbol over the written word is a proposal of power alternation, so that new tools of resistance and communication can be developed in a world where listening becomes increasingly
scarce.
The title of the exhibition, ‘ ’, is also a symbol, used to identify the Sun, which by many different cultures is understood as the indefinable or the
manifestation of the divine. Its symbolism is as diverse as the solar reality: a source of light which, in addition to vivifying, manifests things by
making them perceptible and, therefore, emanates a cosmic intelligence which always contains something that cannot be explained by the paths
of reason. ‘ ’ is also a circle and a point, carrying symbolic properties of perfection, homogeneity and indivisibility, without beginning or end,
which takes it closer to the understanding of circular time.
Considering these concepts, the exhibition ‘ ’ presents a set of contemporary artworks to propose the communication of the symbolic as a way
for structural and social reorganization by claiming ancestral knowledge and urban references. The show unites Yorubá cosmologies in the works
of Abdias Nascimento and Cabelo; references to the Bakongo people in the work of Aline Motta and to the Kuba people in the work of Dan Coopey,
both from the current Democratic Republic of Congo; Indian culture, Akan people, from Ghana and Wang-U-Pa in the research of Monica Ventura;
Tz’utujil epistemologies from Guatemala, in the work of Antonio Pichillá; the Huni Kuin tribes, from Acre, in the work of MAHKU collective; graffiti
symbols in the works of Raphael Escobar and Vivian Caccuri; social abyss and privilege discussions in the work of Mariana de Matos and Moises
Patrício; studies upon territorial disputes in the work of Frederico Filippi.
These symbols function as catalysts to activate new epistemologies of exchange and common circuits, through mystical, spiritual, intuitive and
transcendental aspects. As explained by Glissant, it is the intersection between diverse ways of thinking that diverge and aggregate. It is necessary to activate the imaginaries of humanity and understand that we all need each other, in order to live together. Taking as a point of departure
the fact that politics is based in a competition of symbolic manipulations, the understanding that symbols that move between different traditions
and circumstances is presented as an important political tool for our times.
Catarina Duncan
1

GLISSANT, Édouart. Poetics of Relations. Sextante. 2011, p 156. (Free translation by the author)

